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METHODS OF PROC KSS CONTROL IN ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES 

A. P.  Yladziyersky 

Scientific Research institute for Machine Tools, Mosco«, l moi, of Soviet Socialist Republics 

|    (ilMKM    1'KtlHI I MS 

,\. I'r<uc\s loittrol us a mil   "I nn lensuiv.  elliueiin  ol 
proilut linn 

\n iiuluNtn.il pioLCss ^ Hi.U pi needuIL- which converts 
malcriáis .nul half-linishcd products into end-products 
In means "I labour I ahum can he spent by direct 
acliviiv m tlie lormiil living Lihoiir or in the form of past 
lahoiu. embodied in the machines lormcily mauutac- 
mred. One objective ol technological pi ogress is to 
decic.i-c the amount nt lahoiu real i/ed m products in the 
pi,ve- .'I manulaeliife; the total amount ol labour 
embodied ia the products and equal lo the Mini ol living 
laboui am! labour icahzed in products should con- 
limi.'ii-K ikvicasc. At the early stages ol technological 
prom ess. ihc share ol living labour prevails in products. 
Inn .d.aiij with technological development. Us share 
vlecieasc^ In the procès«, ol decreasing o\ the share ot 
living I..I'our. automation gams die leading tide. 

I IK intiodiiLiion l'i atilomalion changes the nature ol 
lab.«in manual laboiii is graduali.«, replaced In menial 
woik. man .eases lo particípale directly in industrial 
procc««. '.it begins lo cam mil the tiinciioiis connecied 
with the acati.m ol controls and maintenance services 
o\ machines. I ioni being a direct participant in the 
mannt.ictiii mg process, man. as Karl Marx said, becomes 
"a supervise and controller oí this process   .' 

li    .Sui/.«  nl prnilin linn muí ihr»   IIIíII on  the /ere/ ot 
illlliillHllinll 

\t ¡he current tune, nearly, every level ol 'automation is 
lechiiK.illv feasible, bui il should he taken into account 
lhat aulomaiion is associated with complexity and with 
an increase in the cost ol' equipment. I herciore. Us 
rehabilnv and eeononiieal elhcicncy become of prime 
impoiiance lite increase of requirements with regard to 
the servicing ol more complex and mure expensive 
equipment is also of great significance. I or instance, 
poor quality oi tool shaping or the absence of a proper 
system lor its adjustment and storing can depreciate all 
liie positive properties o)' an automatic machine or a 
system ol machines where this tool is used. This is also 
lhe case with the maintenance serxiee arrangement and 
other services in the process of manufacture. 

Automation can he realized either by pvonsii'iction 
ol the existing technological equipment or by designine 
new   equipment.   Il  can   cover   all   operations  of  the 

i Kail Maix. unniiblisliL'il manuscripts of 1X57 58, lialslicvik 
iM..scout. Nos. II   I? (I'M1)), p. («2. 

machining of work pieces or only part of them. The 
reasonable degree of automation depends upon tech- 
nological lealures of the manufactured products, the 
required yield, the layout of equipment, the degree ol Us 
tuiiversalilv and other laclors. 

In order to lind an optimal solution, the questional 
cxpediencv of automation should be considered diller- 
entialK Im each group o\ operations, and the most 
ellicienl measures should he chosen by realization. 

(.'. Ildi.v nt ilea-ci/sini! the iyclc or nut-ol-cyelc time 
reipiiieiiieius 

One of ihc main criteria of equipment efhciency is ihc 
possibtliiv of ensuring its required productivity. 'I he time 
required lor the production of workpicccs is summed up 
from the cele and out-of-cycle time requirements. Í he 
evele time"requirements include technological time ot 
machiniui!. consisting of the shaping time, the time ol 
reciprocai travels of tools and workpicccs. and the lime 
lor change oi workpicccs at the machining stations ol 
technoloùical units and transportation of these work- 
pieces behveen machining /ones. Fhe out-of-cycle time 
requirements include regular down-lime o\' the equip- 
ment connected with rehabilitation o[ the equipment 
components" capacity lor work and the imposed down- 
time occurring because of malfunctions o( other euuip- 
meni combined with the hist one into   i co-ordinated 

operatimi svstem. 
Sepaiale'elemenis of the cycle an I out-ol-cycle time 

requirements can be partially matched with each other. 
The degree of matching depends upon the nature ol the 
techiii'iogical process and the adopted layout ol the 
equipment, for example, in machining on rotary-table 
machine tools, the time required for the change ot work- 
pieces can be nearly completely matched with the 
technical machining time: in work on cenirclcss grinding 
machines and on drum milling machines, the complete 
or nearly complete matching of cycle lime with shaping 
time is'possible, so that ellicienl operation can be 
achieved; in an automated machine-tool line with 
flexible link, it is possible io match the idle times of one- 
part of the equipment with the operation o( its other pail 

Ways of decreasing cycle and out-of-cycle time require- 
ments'on automatic'machines and automated machine- 
tool lines arc discussed in detail in sections II and III. 

I). Rciidluslmcnl anilieeonslinelion ot menus of production 

Automation is more readily feasible under conditions 
of mass production, since in tins case the sound solutions 
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may he of partial chatacter. which is more .ulequ.ile lor 
the "properties of the ¡men product. It is also important. 
however, to provide lor .1 possibility oi uiili/.iiion ol 
automatic equipment in some changes ot pieces ot 
technological processes r or this purpose, the nature ot 
possible changes should he determined prior to the 
development of corresponding equipment. I he rapidity 
oi reali/ation oi the required reconstruction is ol 
secondary importance in this case, since changes m mass 
production take place relatively rarely. 

I'nder conditions oi hatch production, it is necessary 
noi only to provide for a possibility of readjustment ot 
means of production for machining a piece, hut also to 
minimize lime requirements \parl from this, the 
character of the required readjustment may become 
more complicated. These requirements are mtensihcd 
with the growth oi productivity of the used means ot 
production and with the decrease oi the hatch pieces due 
to the increasing frequency ol the required readjustments 
Thus, automation of batch production becomes consider- 
ably complicated as a result oi the growing requirements 
for the universality of the utilized means 

To simplify the problem, the method of selecting the 
nomenclature of technically allied pieces is used In this 
case, the required readjustments are reduced to the 
minimum. At the current time, the problems of develop- 
ment of rapidly readjusted automatic loading and 
handling devices have been less studied. Therefore, the 
automation of batch production is usually reduced to 
partial automation b;, conventional means. 1 e . through 
the use of automatic and semi-automatic machine tools 
equipped with the adjustments ot turret lathes and 
readjusted automatic lines. 

One of the most complicated problems in the neld ol 
machining automation is that of small-batch production 
automation, which, in engineering industries and metal- 
working, constitutes not less than Vt to 4<) PIT cent ot 
Ihe total volume of production Within the past eight to 
ten years, (he solution of this problem has been advanced 
considerably by way of the design and commercial use 
of the so-called •'programme-controlled" machine- 

tools. 

II.  Al roMATIC-   \M> SIMI-VI  loMxIH    VIVI HIM 

HK)|S 

The automatic and semi-automatic melal-cutling 
machines refer to the group of so-called "technological" 
or "working" machines The importance of the tech- 
nological machines is rather great h is known that the 
industrial revolution oi the eighteenth century, which 
resulted in manual production being leplaced hy machine 
production, was caused hy the wide application of 
technological machines rather than ol engines only I he 
invention oi mechanical engines stimulated the growth in 
the si/e of technological machines, t'.c increase ol speeds 
and productive. However, the pos-.hihty ol transfer ol 
a v branch oi industry to machine piodiidion occurs 
„i,K alia the corresponding lechn.d.-incal machines 

have been designed 

\    Sinn inn   "I ill'   ('/'<•'<"""•' ,uli' "'"l "H,,«"ls  "f 
Jim h turn: n\ dm mum 

Ihe working cycle ou metal-culling automatic 
machines involves the following operations feed oi 
materials or blanks, execution of shaping operation on 
them, transporting from one position to another: 
lixatioti. damping and release, moving lorward and 
removal ol working organs: and the switching ol separate 
mechanisms Ml these operations require a certain 
amount ol time On some automatic machines, the 
machining iead|iistmenl and. occasionally, the change 
ot  tools are earned out bv automatic control 

The out-ot-cycle time requirements consist of the time 
tor change installation and adiusimenl of tools, the time 
for rehabilitation ol working capacity oi automatic 
machine mechanisms in lailures. and the waste losses 
and time taken  n organizational matters 

Ihe basic wav (o increase the output of automatic 
machine tools is the simultaneous decreasing of both 
cycle and oui-ol-i>cle time requirements The decrease 
ot cycle lime requirements .hould involve simultaneously 
hoth the time lot the mam shaping operations, /,,. and 
the lime lor auxiliary operations. 1, The decrease of only 
the urne /. without a simultaneous decrease of the time 
r. would lead to the increase oi the share >>f the latter 
ami. omscquentlv. to the decrease of the efficient use ol 
the eqtiii nent lor direct machining 

Ihe problem ol decreasing the cycle requirements is 
solved Hv hoth the development of advanced machining 
methods and the improvement of mechanisms tor 
realization .»I working and idle running At the same 
time, the concept ol matching the separate elements ot 
the cycle time requirements is applied I or instance, lor 
decreasing the value >,.. it is possible to (a) lime-match 
different idle-running operations, and (/>> lime-match 
idle-running operations with working ones for decreas- 
ing the value t,. two methods are also possible: <«) the 
simultaneous machining ol pieces in one position with 
several tools (multiple-tool machining), and [b) the 
simultaneous machining oi pieces in several positions 
with several i.   <|, 1 multiple-position machining) 

The decn 1 mg ot out-ol-cycle time losses connected 
with the change and adjustment of tools i> rather a 
difficult problem, particularly with regard to multifile- 
tool and multiple-spindle machines, when numerous 
tools operate simultaneously The mam problem in this 
case is the determination of the optimal intensification 
of machining conditions and of the degree of concen- 
tration of the technological process 

The losses connected with the rehabilitation of the 
working capacity oi the automatic machines" mechanical 
unit depend upon the durability and reliability of these 
units lach machine has. along with units which are 
quite reliable and durable, units of lower durability Tor 
example, in automatic bar lathes, such units are the 
split-socket clamping mechanisms, cams and push-rod 
supports; in automatic internal-grinding machines, the 
comparatively short-lasting units are the rolling bearings 
of high-speed spindles which, in grinding small  parts. 
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rotate al the speed ol tens .>i  thousands .'I  (evolutions 

pei mimile. 
In onici lo increase the duiahihty .nul icliabihtv ol 

automatic  machine mechanisms,  it   is nee essai y . 

«,/> lo ;icliie. c. In means ol consti uctiu1 mcvsuics. us 
well .is In improving the quality ol pioducliou. pio- 
lomiution'of the service period ol sudi medi misms. 
possibly without increasing then si/e .nid weg"'- 

i/.| Io strive lot the development <>l qui/kly replace - 
.ihlc units and parts, and tor a decrease m the lime 
required for repair and replacement of the mechanisms 

which tail. 

H Methods of' iiiiloiiHitttiilh sei wine the required 
nun hilling di i mai \ 

In the main branches ol mass production, technical 
control is required lor about 40 per cent ol production 
operations Therefore, the automation of technical 
control is important to these areas of production. The- 
problem of choice uf a system and of control facilities 
;s simplified in cases when automatic production utilizes 
machines of modern, tested tv pes It is more difficult to 
solve this problem for nen types of machines I or new 
machines, over-estinialu n ol both the stability and ¡he 
accuracy of the design may o.cur: and. due to thi- 
unreasonable failure of control oi important dimensional 
parameters ot pieces and the like, it is possible to make 
unreasonable solutions concerning the necessity ot 
introducing UK) per cent taking-over control md of 
designing for this purpose sophisticated control facilities. 

I     1< liic and [www ((»¡trois und their «/>/>//< •niions 

Automatic-control devices are divided Into two mam 
groups: t'iose operating by "passive" control; and those 
employing "active" control. The first group includes: 

(«I Devices for taking-over control which sort work- 

pieces into valid and faulty ones; 
(/•) Devices for the classification of vtili«.i pieces into a 

number of dimensional groups for selective assembly : 
(< I Devices for control ol detinue important parameters 

prior to machining in order to prevent damage to 
machines or instruments as a result of a discrepancv 
between these parameters and the established require- 

ments 

In the passive-control method, the control device 
noimally are not connected with the machining process 
and cannot affect the machines" working components 
On thccontiaiy. the active-control devices can. according 
to the lesults of measurements in the process ol work or 
right after it, actively miei fere with machine control and 
give insiructions lor changing operating conditions or 
stoppini; the machine alter achieving the desired dimen- 
sions i.| machined pieces (he active-control devices 
which control pieces alter machining can also carry out 
the lollowmg functions make adjustments, i.e change 
the working-tool position, classify valid pieces into 
groups; ship i he machine in case ol tool I ¿ulti re. 

\c live-control devices are  used  in various  branches 
ot   mass   production   a'.d.   first   oi  all.   in   systems   ot 

machines   Dilleieni tvpes .<| gnndmg .nul lathe machines 

.'.ie equipped With these means 

? •ilill'llllUll      !••!•!    ••Ill'     •   .'/(//'(  IIUllll'll 

I he active contini ,iiui .uitum.ilk ad|iistment ol tool- 
are e'Micntlv used mamlv in giniding npei.»lions and 
quite lately in lathe and boi mg opcialions. wheie gleitet 
accuracy and bettet machining qualif are lequired I 01 
such operations, the adtusting devices aie designed 
mamlv foi individual pieces and are not ol a »timet sal 
nature In this category are adjusting devices lot auto- 
matic lathes which machine railway bearing rings, motoi 
car a\les. valves and the like. In some automatic machines 
ifor instance, drilling and boring ot healprool valvesi 
mechanisms for the automatic changing ol worn and 

fi'.iled tools arc also introduced. 
Devices for the adjustment and di ssmg ol tools ot 

grinding machines have I und the widest application 
Two main modes ol grinding operations aie 

(a) (¡rinding on a machine, with an automatic cycle 
and control "along the path" (indirect control of machine 
components' moves). 

(/)» Grinding on a machine with an automatic cycle 
with gnnding-piocess controlling by active-control 
instruments with machine adjustment on the basis ol 

measurement results. 

The first mode is cheap and simple because it does not 
require complex measuring equipment and servicing by 
highly skilled personnel. Thus far. however, it is not 
possible to achieve high accuracy o\ machining by this 
method, due to the fact that it is based on indirect 
measurements of the path of transfer of the grinding- 
wheel centre with respect to the piece, and the actual 
dimensions ol pieces arc not controlled directly. 

The second method uses active-control instruments 

which determine the direct result of machining during 
the whole cycle o\ machine operation and give instruc- 
tions for changing operating conditions or the stoppage 
of grinding In this method, complicated measuring 
instruments and apparatuses, as well as programming, 
are necessary . and their cost is often equal to that of the 

machine itsell. 
The ever-increasing requirements as to the machining 

accuracy on grinding machines give rise to the study and 
analysis of the reasons tor then inaccurate operation. 
One should distinguish two groups of these reasons: 
random and regular errors. I he random errors lead to 
dispersion o\' the pieces* dimensions I hese errors do not 
depend upon the duration of work and are associated 
with specihc features o\ machine design, measuring 
instruments and then quality. Diese are nregularity ol 
feed (usually transversal I. non-rectiiineariiy. insufficient 
system rigidity, random instrument en ors. illegibility ot 
liiltillmg instructions, etc. I he rancom-erior distribution 
law is usually normal Systematic errors depend upon the 
time ol operation: they aie accumulated slowly and 
cause gradual change of the shape a-d si/e ol pieces 
These errors can be pei iodic or growing Systematic 
errors include the wear ol the grindmg-wheel. diamond 
wear, machine and piece heat deformations, deformations 
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associatevi with blunting (»I the grinding-wheel and 
svstematic errors ol" instruments and transfer mech- 
anisms. Systematic errors are :liminated by means of 
adjustments. 

The piece dispersion /one connected with both 
random and \>stentane errors should correspond to 
machiuing-aceutacy requirements this correspondence 
is expressed in that the dispersion /one should be located 
within the production tolerance /one. and the sum ot 
s>stematic errors should not accumulate rapidly, since 
this would cause the frequency of adjustments to be 
very high. 

3.  Dressing ami tuljustmem <>1 abrasive tool 

In rough works on face grinding machines operating 
by the butt end and on centreless and circular grinding 
machines, diamond substitutes, the so-called "milling- 
cutters" or '"abrasive discs", are widely used for the 
dressing of grinding wheels. In the case ol an automatic 
cycle and automatic grinders, the diamond dressing ol 
wheels with the aid of special dressing tools having 
diamond automatic feed and wheel-wear compensation 
mechanisms is mainly used. In order to avoid the dressing 
by blunted diamond, which leads to smoothing (over) 
the grinding-wheel surface and deterioration of its 
cutting properties, it is desirable to use tools which have 
automatic rotation of the diamond holder. Recently, 
tools having special rotary mandrels with several 
diamonds have found wide application. The application 
of such "multiple-blade" diamond tools makes it 
possible to increase the speed ol dressing and to obtain 
a '"jJicr accuracy I n the dressing of shaped wheels, 
the following method' are applied: 

(«I Dressing with a single-blade tool b> the diamond 
along the former. In the dressing of proliles having steep 
/ones, occasionally two diamond tools are applied 
separately for longitudinal and transverse protile sections: 

(/') Dressing ol shaped wheels with a knurling roll has 
found wide application. This method has a number of 
advantages; relative simplicity : high productivity: and 
the possibility of dressing steep proliles. The disad- 
vantages ot the method are: the low resistance of knurling 
rolls; then high cost, and non-stability of the abrasive 
waste due to quick wear of rolls: 

It I \ new method of wheel dressing with rolls covered 
by a laver ot diamomi lines is of ureal interest This 
method has a number of advantages, as compared with 
the earlier methods used These advantages include: a 
reduction of dressing lure by thirty to sixty times; the 
simplilication of shaped-wheel dressing: and a reduction 
of dressing cost since tools with diamond lines have a 
very long service life and diamond lines are cheaper than 
large diamonds 

111     \i H IM v m   M Vi IHM   UK»   I IMS 

\ O« IH tu' liivoiii eoneepis 

I he connecting of several technological aggregates 
into a co-ordinately operating system, or automatic 
machme tool line, is always associated with a certain 
limit.ilion as to the independence of their operation. I his 
limitation   displays   itself specifically   m   the  fact   that 

during the operation each aggregate of the automatic 
machine tool should stand idle for some time, not only 
for ¡ehabilitation of its own working capacity, hut also 
due to failures of other associated aggregates. The 
degree of limitation of the aggregate independent run of 
the automatic machine tool line depends upon its layout. 
Therefore, the general principles of the line layout, i.e., 
the methods of interconnexions of the units involved, 
considerably affect its productivity. 

As mentioned above in section  I. the time require 
ments for making workpieces on an automatic machine- 
tool line are composed of cycle and out-of-eycle time 
requirements. 

The cycle time requirements include: 

(</) Technological machining time on the line, consist- 
ing of shaping time and the travel time of mutually 
accelerated tools and work-pieces. 

ih) The time fo<- the change of workpieces. which 
includes the change time in the machining station of an 
aggregate and the time for transporting workpieces from 
one machining /one to another. 

The out-of-cycle time requirements include: 

(a) Idle standings of the line equipment associated with 
rehabilitation of the working capacity of the components 
of this equipment: 

(/>) Imposed idle standings occurring as a result of 
failures of other equipment combined with the first one 
into the co-ordinately operating system. 

The layout of the automatic machine-tool line deter- 
mines the character of the transporting-loading motions 
within the line and the intercommunication of individual 
groups of its equipment. Therefore, the layout affects 
the time elements enumerated in (b) of both kinds of 
requirements, that is. the time for work piece change and 
the degree of matching of imposed idle standing of the 
line. 

'onsider the effect of the layout on each of the 
enumerated kinds of time requirements. 

1. ( ycle requirements 

The cycle time requirements for the change of work- 
pieces in the machining /one and for transporting them 
between machining /ones consist of a number of elements. 
The release, taking down, setting up and clamping of the 
workpiece tak.- place in maclvnmg /ones, whereas the 
forward and backward motion of the workpiece trans- 
porter, as well as the different rotations and lipping of 
workpieces lor their transfer with respect to /ones of 
technical actions, lake place between the /ones. Depend- 
ing upon the adopted layout of automatic machine-tool 
line, the elements of cycle time can. to some extent, 
coincide with each other. This leads to a reduction of 
the rated cycle of line operation, which, in the limit case, 
may include only technological time or even the shaping 
time only. 

2. Otii-of-t vele requirements 

According to the nature of the intergroup link, the 
automatic machine-tool line can have rigid or flexible 
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connexions. In the first case, the active interoperational 
preparations do not exist between stations of the auto- 
matic machine-tool line and the transportation con- 
nexions are of a synchronous character. T'c stopping of 
one of the units of the line immediately causes the 
stopping of the whole line. The imposed idle standing 
cannot be coincided and reach maximum quantity. 

Automatic machine-tool lines with flexible connexions 
are characterized by the presence of active interopera- 
tional preparations or several parallel flows connected 
hv an asynchronous interunit link. In this case, the 
technological aggregates of the line opc.ate more or less 
independently and the failure of part of them does not 
cause direct stopping of the whole line. The imposed idle 
standing times can coincide with each other and their 
total value can be considerably decreased. 

The above-described general principles of automate 
machine-tool lines have been developed at the Design 
Office-I of the Experimental Research Institute of 
Metal-cutting Machines (LNIMS) and other design 
offices which are working on the analysis of structural 
schemes of automatic machine-tool lines and on the 
determination of the efficiency of their use. 

B. Reconstruction and readjustment of lines 

The held of application of automatic machine-tool 
lines designed for the machining of only one workpiece, 
the so-called •"single-item" or '•single-nomenclature" 
lines, is limited by the requirement of a sufficiently large 
output of workpieces because one of the conditions of 
the economic efficiency of lines consists in high produc- 
tivity. In the last few years, however, both in the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics and abroad, multiple-item 
automatic machine-tool lines have been developed, on 
which the machining of several different workpieces is 
possible, either directly or with little readjustment. 

The application of such lines may be sufficiently 
effective even with a relatively small output of each item. 

The following main types of multiple-nomenclature 
automatic machine-tool lines may be mentioned: (a) 
non-readjustable lines; (h) lines with manual readjust- 
ment: (c) lines with automatic selective operation of 
machine; and ((/) readjustable programme-controlled 
lines. 

It is easier to solve the problem in the case of the 
machining of similar workpieces, whose design difference 
does not affect the outlay of the line. In this case, several 
(normally two or three) workpieces of similar configura- 
tion can be machined without any readjustment. 

In other cases, the automatic machine-tool line has 
to be readjusted manually when machining similar work- 
pieces. This may involve changing the cutting tool and 
jig bushes, and the transposition of control stops 
Occasionally, auxiliary power packs have to be switched 
on or switched off' manually. The time required for such 
readjustments is different and lasts from several minutes 
io one shift-period. 

The disadvantage of the lines with manual readjust- 
ments, apart from time losses for readjustment itself, is 
also the necessity of working out or removing work- 
pieces of the same  type  from  line-stations and  after 

readjustment    feeding them with workpieces of another 
type. 

Both in the Soviet Union and in other counìries, a 
certain number of multiple-item lines with automatic 
readjustment have recently been built. They are also 
known as lines with "selective operation of machines". 

Lines of this type permit the machining of several 
workpieces. mainly of two. in any sequence without 
requiring manual labour for readjustment and without 
the necessity of removal of workpieces and feeding-line 
transportation systems with other type of workpieces. 
The conveyors of such lines are adapted for the transfer 
of workpieces having different sizes. The lines are 
equipped with identification devices for determining the 
type of workpiece or satellite and for switching on the 
power packs. Several multiple-nomenclature lines have 
been desij ned on the basis of the specimen described here. 
Lad of these lines is designed for the machining of two 
workpieces of different size. The increase of nomenclature 
leads to a considerable complication of the design and 
to difficulties in determining the type of workpieces, as 
well as to some difficulties in readjustments. 

Lor small-hatch production, the solutions described 
here may turn out to be of low efficiency. In these cases, 
the questions of sufficient universality of the used means 
of automation and the speed of tool readjustment 
become of great importance. In a number of I »reign and 
domestic designs, these questions are solved tl rough the 
use of programme control. The machines of tho lines are 
equipped with tool feeders containing a considerable 
number (up to thirty) of various tools. 

The tool changes, as well as a number of other elements 
of readjustment, are done automatically with the aid of 
various programme-control systems. At the end of the 
I950's. some periodicals in the United States of America 
published information on programme-controlled auto- 
matic machine-tool lines of the Hughes Aircraft Com- 
pany, for the machining of workpieces of interceptors; 
and of another machine manufacturing company I >r the 
production of piston rods for slush pumps. In the USSR, 
an experimental readjusted line for the machining of nine 
sizes of beds for crane motors was i'esigned in 1963. 

Automatic machine-tool lines for the machining of 
rotating workpieces usually permit the handling of 
workpieces of one type with slightly varying dimensions 
with the aid of manual readjustments. In this case, the 
technological equipment, measuring and controlling 
instruments and electrical automatic devices are re- 
adjusted. The conveyors, gutters and tool feeders require 
no readjustment. The duration of such readjustments 
usually does not exceed one shift-period. 

Apart from readjustment, the so-called "rebuilding' 
(reconstruction) of automatic machine-tool lines is 
currently practised. Reconstruction is undertaken when 
the manufactured products suffer cardinal modifications 
or are replaced by other similar products which are more 
or less different from the previous ones. The concept ol 
reconstruction is broader than that of readjustment and 
usually includes the latter as one of the elements. In 
reconstruction, in addition to the readjustment of tech- 
nological and control equipment and electrical automatic 

i 
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equipment, the reconsiriiclion (rearrangement) oí con- 
vex ors and gutters t;ike» place. II is more difficult lo 
reconstruct tool feeders: very often one has to replace 
them with new ones ami only in certain cases is il possible 
to replace -.orne units ami pails, rather than the whole. 

C   Stuellili ¡It wi t\ 

I he   mode   of  conveying   workpieccs   on   automate 
machine-iool lines is determined to a considerable e\lenl 
In then shape 

I or instance, the cylindrical blanks ol small lenglh- 
to-diameter ratio (rings, flanges, etc.» \er> easily mo\e 
along putters, the blanks of box-body parts with large 
Hat surfaces can he easily pushed through over slidewavs 
with the aid of side-guiding planks for elimination of 
shifting. Due to the complex shape of »vorkpieccs. it is 
often impossible to convey diem directly over slidewavs. 
In these cases, the vvorkpieces can be clamped into inter- 
mediate device-satellites, which may be especially shaped 
to simplify the conveyance of vvorkpieces of simple 
shape. If they are made from insufficiently hard materials, 
however, their bearing surfaces may be damaged in 
sliding along the conveyor slide-ways. 

Some companies use satellites for operations which 
require the rotation of workpieccs in machining. In such 
cases, a satellite consists of a spindle vvilh a chuck for 
clamping the workpiece. The driving mechanisms are 
placed in stationary position on the line working-stations 
and are equipped with clutches for transmitting rotary 
motions to the satellite spindles. Such devices have been 
used by the f xcello and Cross Companies (United Stales 
of America) and the Honshery Company (federal Re- 
public of Germany ). 

The use of the automatic machine-tool line layouts 
with satellites is connected with a number of peculiarities 
of both ;: positive and a negative character. The mam 
advantages of the use of device-satellites are as follows: 
the possibility of machining on automatic machine-tool 
lines the ditficull-lu-convey pieces of complicated shape 
or of insufficient hardness: the high reliability of orienting 
workpieccs in conveying: the possibility, in individual 
cases of simplifying the construction of stationary 
devices; and the simplification of conditions for cleaning 
and washing of surfaces basing the blank 

There are. however, some disadvantages m using the 
device-satellites. 

first, the introduction of satellites requires extra, olien 
rather considerable, expenditures. I he cost of production 
o| satellites is usually high since they must be inter- 
changeable and must have sufficiently long durability, 
and the number of theiu. particularly in large automatic 
machine-tool lines is considerable 

1 he other disadvantage connected with the use of 
satellites is ¡he necessity of introducing additional 
siulavcs lor loiniing. basing ami lixalion. loi these 
tea-nils the lange ol tolérâmes is reduced lo cover the 
I'II, M , ,»l technological operations, which, in th:s ease. 
should be pcrloimcd with higher accuracy than those on 
ihe i'-to-- v\ tilt,,ut satellites. 

I he thud disadvantage ol the lavi ills employing 
satellites consists in the complication of the conveying 

systems of the lines This complication is connected with 
the necessity ol returning the device-satellites from the 
last to the Mist position ol the line, with Ihe introduction 
ot stations for automatic cleaning and washing ol the 
satellites and with the miioduclion ol devices lor 
clamping and idease oi vvorkpieces on saleililes. 

Iinallv. one moie disadvantage i'f the layouts of 
automatic machine-tool hues using the device-satellites 
consists in the diflieuliy ol accumulating interoperatton 
stocks between their stations In the stock accumulators 
of Mieli lines, the workpieccs should be allocated with the 
satellites, which leads to an increase of ihe necessary 
number ol satellites and a complication and increase of 
the dead load of feeder construction, as well as to the 
total rise of the line cost for ihese reasons, the device- 
satellites are rarely used on multiple-station automatic 
machine-tool lines with flexible links. 

D. Slack aaumulolors 

In    modern   automatic    machine-tool    lines,    slock 
accumulators find a wide application. At the same time, 
ihe theoretical premisesforiheirelficient usearedeveloped. 
Ihe basic conclusions m these respects are as follows: 

(a) Accumulators of larger capacities should be chosen 
to correspond with longer average single idle standings 
of units of automatic machine-tool lines; 

{b) It is not reasonable to use very large, cumbersome 
accumulator, because, along with the increase of their 
capacity, the intensity of decreasing losses conditioned 
by their presence becomes lower; 

(c) from the point of view ot losses decreasing, tl is 
preferable to have a grealer number of low-capacity 
accumulators than a smaller number of higher capacity 
accumulators (it is assumed thai the sum of accumulator 
capacities is the same in both cases) 

In automatic machine-tool lines of different types, 
two kinds of accumulators are mainly used dead-end 
accumulators and contmuous-palh ones Ihe first are 
located outside the main conveying palli of the line and 
run only when failures occur in the line sections for which 
they at • designed. In normal operation of the line, the 
dcad-e,id accumulators do not work, and their own idle 
standings do not occur at that moment. Ihe continuous- 
pal h accumulators, on the contrary, are located on the 
mam conveying path and operale during the whole Itne- 
opt.-raiion time. In fact, they constitute a part of Ihe 
interstation conveying system ol ihe line. 

Both types of accumulators possess positive and 
negative properties which make it dillicult to give 
unequivocal recommendations on the use of one par- 
ticular type. 

I or example, the dead-end accumulator is more 
advantageous than ihe couiinuoiis-palh one from the 
pomi ol view of its elfeci on the total efficiency of ihe 
automatic machine tool I.ne. furthermore, it usually 
occupies a smaller production aua On the olher hand, 
the dead-end accumulators have more complicated 
automatic-control systems and interlocks, and worse 
possibilities loi the compensation of losses of the auto- 
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niatic machine-tool line sections lor which lhe> arc 
designed I he latter property is explained In the lac! 
that the dead-end accumulators are connected synchron- 
ously with the line-stations" work and cannot compensate 
idle standings with a duration which is less than these 
cycles. Apart from this, the dead-end accumulators may 
accumulate and More tor a long time a consideratile 
amount of semi-finished workpieces. The continuoiis- 
path accumulators which are manufactured m the lorm 
of drive rotary trains are cheap and reliable. Due to the 
constant additional pressing o! workpieces to the /one 
of use, these accumulators compensate all kinds of idle 
standings, irrespective of their duration. The continuous- 
path accumulators of this type can be distributed on the 
line with higher density than can the dead-end ones, and 
with the same total capacity they are able to decrease 
more intensively the losses of the neighbouring stations of 
the line. Maximum reliability and simplicity are obliga- 
tory conditions for the working capacity of both types 
of accumulators. 

The study of accumulator operation has not yet been 
developed and the experience of their operation is 

insufficient. 
In automatic machine-tool lines of building-block 

machines, blind-path accumulator, are sometimes used. 
These are located in the points of technological dis- 
continuities of the line. i.e.. in the points of tipping of 
the workpieces or of transferring them from one station 
to another. The capacities of these accumulators are 
usually rather large and provide for a continuous run of 
the line during one-and-one-half to two hours. The 
locations of these accumulators often do not satisfy the 
requirements of equality of idle standings of the neigh- 
bouring stations. The operation control of such accumu- 
lators is usually -ompletely automated and rather 
complex because it requires consideration of the state of" 
the neighbouring stations in the automatic switching of 
the accumulator. The above-described accumulators do 
not always operate successfully. This is explained by both 
the complexity and the insufficient reliability of automatic 
control systems and the reasons of the organizational 
order, consisting in incomplete leading of the line 
(especially in the initial stages of operation) and the 
absence of necessity in the accumulation of workpieces. 
as well as the low exploitation level of comparatively 

complex accumulators. 
The other type of accumulator for automatic machine- 

tool lines of building-block machines is a continuous- 
path accumulator of the driven roller path type. Such 
accumulators are integrally connected with the common 
conveying system of the line and cannot be disconnected 
arbitrarily. Due to the advantages listed above, these 
accumulators are often applied by foreign companies in 
the lines of machining of body parts. 

In automatic machine-tool lines for the production 
of sniall-si/e workpieces of the rotating type (bearing 
migs. valves, piston pins, bush sleeves etc.). the con- 
tinuous-path accumulators are mainly used. Some of 
them, for instance, brush feeders for bearing rings, have 
a wiue application and are sufficiently reliable and 
perfect designs. 

I     Í ontml-inti'ihitkini! «ml signalling ticvun 

Various control methods and tifierent types of control 
devices for maintaining the necessary machining accuracy 
are ii-ed in automatic machine-tool lines 

dz) Checking procedure which is done manually by an 
adiusier. 

(/>) Automatic actiu-control in the process ol operation 
by measuring built-in instruments of the automatic 
machine-tool line: 

(i) Automatic active control after an operation with 
the aid oí built-in measuring instruments, which auto- 
matically adjust the instruments on the basis of the 
measurement results; 

(</) Automatic interlocking control carried out for the 
purpose of eliminating workpieces which do not rivet the 
standards set : 

(e) linai auiomulie control after machining on the line. 

The most comprehensive application of the above- 
mentioned kinds of control takes plaiv on automatic 
machine-tool lines for the ir. tchmmg of small parts of 
the rotating type requiring precise machining: rolling- 
hearing rings, valves. v.nst pins, bush sleeves and the like. 

On the building-block machine lines, provision is 
made for a manual checking procedure, as well as for 
automatic control of the performed operation, with the 
aid of the measuring devices binll into the lines t'sually, 
the diameter of the precise ports and the depth of precise 
grooves are controlled; the ovalness and taper of ports 
can be cheeked during the adjustment cycle 

F. Tool consoles 

As a rule, a considerable number of tools operate on 
modern automatic machine tool lines. On large lines of 
building-block machines, there are HOO I.(XX) tools, 
variable tool endurance and the absence of operators 
hampers the supervision of the state of the tools. How- 
ever, the reliability and efficiency of the line performance 
depend, to a considerable extent, upon the state of an 
instrument and its timely replacement. It is desirable that 
the tools lie positively changed within a predetermined 
time after receiving signals from cycle counters located 
in special tool-storing cabinets. 

The counters, after reaching tnc definite (for the given 
group of tools) minimal cycle number, warn the adjuster 
of the necessity of a change of this tool group; and. after 
reaching the maximum cycle number, they stop certain 

sections of the line. 
Experience has shown that the use of tool cabinets 

and cycle counters does not always give a possibility of 
passing over to positive tool change. The reason for this 
is the wide range of variation of tool durability periods. 
The durability depends upon a number of factors, for 
example: quality of sharpening; rigidity of tool clamping; 
constancy oi' allowance; and hardness and state of the 
machined workpiece surface. Depending upon some of 
these factors, the tool durability may vary tens of limes. 
In general, durability periods are considerably random 
values with a large range of variation. Therefore, the 
determination of real terms for tool change by guide- 
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tables and durability formulae does not give satisfactory 
results 

It would be incorrect, however, on the basis of the 
foregoing, to neglect the use of tool cabinets and cycle 
counters. The tool cabinets provide convenient storage 
of tools, control of their availability and simplification 
in finding them. Counter recording of the number of 
pieces processed by each group of tools after resharpen- 
ing is also useful. It seems reasonable to introduce, 
instead of positive tool change, their forced inspection by 
the cycle counter signals, for instance, each one-third of 
the rated mean period of durability. While inspecting, 
the adjuster should change only those tools of the given 
group which turned out to be blunted. Such a scheme of 
inspection and tool-changing decreases the hazard of 
breaking the tool at the minimal time of its change, 
because the adjuster must change only those tools which 
need changing. 

I he decrease of time losses for tool change is achieved 
In the introduction of the high-speed setting-m of tools 
and the preliminary otl'-hne adjustment of them vuth 
respect to the si/e on special instruments. 

In performing accurate linishing operations, the 
dimensional durability of cutting tools and their adjusl- 
ni nt plays the main role: therefore, automatic tool 
adjustment on accurate lathe and milling operations is 
often introduced on automatic machine-tool lines which 
produce accurate workpieces. In modern lathe and 
bonng machine tools designed for work in automatic 
machine-tool lines, mechanisms for the automati*, change 
of worn or broken tools are used. 

(j. ( nudinone ¡mil In /</' <</ < tin nul app!naiu>n ut uuiniiMth 
1)1,1, lime-Ioni Ink's 

I he shop prime cost of mechanical workpiece machin- 
ing m mechanical engineering is summed up I rom the 
main wages ol nulustri.il workers and the so-called ' shop 
expenditures", of which the basic ones arc depreciation 
and maintenance of the equipment, the cost uf tools. 
electric-power, wages ol technical personnel, labour and 
soon. I he introduction oi automation usually ilei ses 
expenditures lor the main wages of industrial WOIMTS. 

whereas it increases expenditures tor depreciation and 
maintenance, the total value of production cost being 
decreased I he degree to which the production cost is 
decreased is one ol the mam po.nls of automation 

efficiency 
The efficiency ol introduction of automatic machine- 

tool lines depends basically  upon the following factors: 

(</) I he nature anil degree ol improvement tA the 
technological processes realized m the line: 

(/>) I he availability "I siandaid sizes of specialized 
reliable and cheap equipment which is suited for use in 
an automatic machine-tool line. 

(< I  \ sufficiently large scale of production. 
(¡I) Rational oiga ni za lion •>! woiks connected vv it h the 

exploitation of ,m automatic machine-tool line 

Vat 10..s iechnologic.il operations a'c. thus tar. not 
suitable lot automation- It should be taken into account 
ihai   the   modes  which   are   perloimed   manually    with 

difficulty are often easily and simply carried out with 
mechanisms; and. on the contrary, the model easily 
carried out manually often require complex mechanisms 
in automation. This is explained by a number of principal 
différences between the peculiarities of the human body 
and the kinematics of the machine. Not a single organ 
of the human body has. for example, the continuous 
rotary motion widely used in machines. Man, however, 
easily performs spatial transfer, whereas the over- 
whelming majority of mechanisms of modern machines 
carry out only planar movements of working organs. 
Man's arms are a very perfect tool and can perform 
various and complex motions, whereas the working 
parts of a machine fulfil only relatively simple motions 
It is relatively easy to automate working and idle motions 
of working organs of technological machines, hut it is 
more difficult to handle auxiliary operations associated 
with the maintenance of machines and to include 
transfers of machined articles from one machine to 
another, loading and unloading of machines, clamping 
and releasing of workpieces and the like 

(ireal difficulties are encountered in assembly auto- 
mation. Assembling operations usually consist of a 
number of manual tasks which are very difficult to 
automate. Among these are. for instance, operations 
associated with the change of position of workpieces 
and assemblies, and with their mutual orientations, the 
operations of pre-screwing nuts, the assembling of ball- 
bearings, etc. Recurring difficulties are often connected 
with automatic conveying and feed from hind of such 
workpieces as spiral springs, slotted rings anil the like: 
these are easily coupled into chains and halb, which 
prevents their piece-by-piece feeding. 

In the cutting machining of workpieces. some diffi- 
culties arise in the automation of precise finishing 
operations whose performance is accompanied In stops 
for change and adjustment of tools, and lor checking of 
machine tools and devices. 

Realization of advanced technological processes is 
largely dependent upon the availability of quality, 
reliability and cheapness of metal-cutting equipment. 
This problem can be solved by the design and improve- 
ment of the complex of standard technological and 
transportation equipment which is suited lor incor- 
poration into automated machine-tool lines. Due to the 
stability of standard types of such equipment and the 
larger scale of its manufacture, the cost may be con- 
siderably lowered, compared with special equipment 
manufactured on an individual basis. The reliability of 
such equipment may be higher. 

With the decrease of production, the cost price of 
machining rises, due to increased urne losses for readjust- 
ment of the equipment. The readjustment problems on 
automatic machine-tool lines are complicated by the 
necessity to readjust not only the technological equip- 
ment, but also the conveying and loading devices and 
feeders. Ilureloie. the single-item automatic machine- 
tool lines designed for the manufacture of a standard size 
of article can he efficient only in case of comparatively 
large batches of production. The problems of quickly 
re. 'instable automatic machine-tool lines, as mentioned 
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above, are rather complicated and are currently Car from 
being solved in a satisfactory manner. 

The idle standings occurring in the course of running 
of the lines are the consequences of a number of factors, 
which are basically divided into the following three 
groups: («) idle standings due to technical reasons; (/>) 
idle standings due lo organizational reasons; and (<) 
imposed idle standings 

I he tirsi two groups of idle standings are subdivided 
in turn into .1 number of smaller groups, for example, 
1 he idle standings associated with the work of tools, 
mechanical devices ol the line, electric and hydraulic 
apparatuses, the lack and quality of blanks, the lack of 
power the skill ol maintenance personnel, waiting for 
,id|usiers and the like 

I he detailed division of idle standings due to real 
reasons is dilln.nl' in a number o\ cases and may be of a 
subiective character, lor instance, the idle standings 
associated with tool change depend not only upon a 
number of design factors, but also upon the arrangement 
ol tool-keeping, i.e.. upon the area in which tools are 
stored, how their sharpeningand adjustment are arranged 
etc I IK length of idle standings due to failure of mech- 
anical, electric and hydraulic devices depends upon 
design factors, the quality of manufacture and assembly, 
the number and skill of maintenance personnel, the 
organization oí technical services etc. The situation is 
often complicated by the absence ol reasonable data on 
the determination of the necessary number of main- 
tenance personnel, the payment system for this per- 
sonnel, the organization of tool and repair services and 
so on 

In general, the delects in different stages of the building 
of automatic machine-tool lines, i.e.. in design and 
manufacture, become most strikingly apparent during 
the operation of the lines. Therefore. ihe acquisition and 
practical analysis of data on running automatic machine- 
tool lines is an important measure which contributes to 
Ihe improvement of their construction and the quality 
of their manufacture. 

At the current time, automatic machine-tool lines arc- 
used mainly for mass production. The lines of building- 
block machines usually handle large and medium-size 
body parts, as well as parts of the roll type, crankshafts, 
oscillating and rear axles, connecting rods etc. Pre- 
paratory operations on milling, drilling and boring are 
mainly carried out on such automated lines, whereas the 
finishing and precise operations are mostly carried out 
off-line. 

Mass-produced articles of one type, e.g., rolling 
contact bearings, valves, piston pins, straight axle 
shafts and bush sleeves, tap borers and threading discs, 
are machined on automated machine-tool lines of 
special and specialized automatic machines: lathes, 
grinders, milling and broaching machine tools, etc. 

Projects on the extension of the field of application 
>>t automatic machine-tool lines ar¿ being carried out 
mainly in the direction of the development of readjusted 
lines which are suited for multiple-item machining. As 
mentioned above, the use of these lines may turn out to 
he efiicient even in relatively small-scale production of 
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parts of each nomenclature, apart from their efficient 
application in series production. 

IV. AL TOMAIION OL MK HANK AL PROCESSING WITH 

PROGRAMMA-CONI ROLLED MACHINA TOOLS 

Until recently, works on the automation of small- 
batch production in machine-building enterprises were 
directed only towards solving individual problems con- 
cerning parts. However, the problem as a whole did not 
find a solution. The extensive development of electronics 
and computing techniques in the USSR has become a 
basis for the complex automation of industrial processes 
in small-batch machine-building operations with the aid 
of programme control of machine tools and other 
production mechanisms. 

The programme control of metal-cutting machines 
makes it possible to solve a number of complicated 
problems of automation of universal and specialized 
machine-tool equipment. 

Some of them are the following: 

(</) Automation of machine tools working in small- 
batch or individual production, which currently com- 
prises no less than 60 to 70 per cent of the total mech- 
anical-engineering production, with provision for the 
rapid readjustment of machine tools for other pieces or 
batches ; 

(/>) Provision of highly productive automatic machining 
of workpieces of complicated shape without preliminary 
production of master forms, special tools or camshafts, 
and the carrying out of similar labour-consuming works; 

(c) Automation in series production and even in large- 
scale production brings about a sharp decrease of the 
number of special-design machine tools and the maxi- 
mum unification oí controlling devices, including 
machine tools of different designs and groups; 

(</) Radical facilitation of the introduction of correc- 
tions into the kinematic scheme of accurate machine 
tools for elimination of production errors and wear 
compensation of individual components in the process of 
work ; 

(í>) The foundation on a uniform constructive basis of 
a range of machine tools with different degrees of auto- 
mation, according to the requirements of customers with 
different production conditions. 

The systems of programme control of machine tools 
are divided into two classes: numerical and cyclic. Each 
of these classes has its own field of rational use. 

Numerical systems are distinguished by relative 
complexity and by principally new, for machine-tool 
building, technical solutions and means (use of electronic 
circuits, methods of computing technique, complicated 
electric drives and data-input devices, programme 
writing on magnetic tapes, punch cards and tapes, etc.). 
Numerical systems are intended to resolve the problems 
associated with the processing of complex shapes. 

Cyclic systems, being simpler in construction and using 
sufficiently commonplace means and methods for 
modern machine-tool building, more successfully solve 
the problems of unification of equipment and control 

I 
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devices, as well as the on-line readjustment of regimes 
and sizes on a running-station. 

The construction of programme-controlled machines 
has been undertaken in Soviet industry for seven or eight 
years. The introduction of separate assemblies with the 
use of cyclic programme control in machine tools began 
considerably earlier, approximately at the end of th» 
1940's. 

A. Numerically controlled machine tools 

A whole set of numerically controlled (NC) systems of 
metal-cutting machine tools has been developed; these 
NC machine tools can be divided into three groups: 

(a) Machine tools for contour machining. This group 
includes millers, electro-erosion cut lathes and other 
machine tools for machining parts of complex con- 
figuration with simultaneous interconnected motion 
along several co-ordinates; 

(/') Co-ordinate machine tools. This group includes 
boring machines, co-ordinale-boring and other machines 
with positional controllers; the tool is set up along the 
co-ordinate according to the programme; 

(c) Position-control machine tools. These are lathes for 
the machining of stepped shafts, millers with ¡mear 
motion along co-ordinates etc. 

In numerically controlled machine tools, machining of 
the workpiece with the use of marking or a master form 
is replaced by the mathematical computation of .1 
machining programme with .1 further record of com- 
putation results on punched or magnetic tape. 'I he 
written programme is then transferred'!.) the shop I he 
operator has only to in.tal ihe blank on the machine and 
lo switch on the programme-control panel 

As a result of two years' operation of proeramme- 
controlled milling machines, it is possible 1.. present the 
following indexes; the machine lime in machining parts 
ol complex configuration was decreased by three limes; 
and the accuracy of machining became higher, which 
made it possible lo avoid "locksmith" finishing. 1 |K. 
availability ol facilities on the correctness. >f programming 
permitted the elimination of control measure o{ work- 
pieces. The programming of speed, depending upon ihe 
allowance, increased ihe durability, ol the tool. It is now 
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possible to increase the speed and accui JCV oí machining. 
The machine setting-up time is considerably reduced 
when machining a new workpiece. 

Experience with programme-controlled machine tools 
has confirmed the possibility of considerably accelerating 
the machining and improving the workpiece machining 
accuracy. The data on the machining of sixty-seven parts 
on a universal machine tool and on a programme- 
controlled machine tool are presented below as an 
example. 

Table I 
M.M'IIIMM,  DAIA  K>R  l-NIWRSAI.  AM) 

PR(KjR\MMI-(ONÍROUH) M\( HIM   TOOLS 

Average number .«I o'vralions lor fi"? purls 
(one-shifl annual operation of machinel. . 

labour consumption (machine lime, pre 
paralor\ finishing nun- ami •locksmnh" 
finishing tune) per pan (houis)  

labour consumption (machine lune, pre- 
parai. >r\ tinislmig unie ami 'locksmith" 
finishing lime) per anide (hours) 

IKvrease in labour consumption per ailiclc 
lone-shil'i ni.Khme operation during one 
vean diluirsi  

.1, lu,,, 

IT.ll 

NN. h 

'• «'(ffltmr- 

700 

4.9.1 

2I.H 

7.154.3 

Ihe parts machined were inainlv of light alloys 
I xamples ol such parts arc given in table 2. As a result 
ol higher machining accuracy, ihe parts have become 
interchangeable. 

Ihe accuracy obtained on programme-controlled 
machine tools is determined, to a high deuree, by the 
proper selection ol cutting conditions and'the size of 
allowance. 

Ihe cost and tune savings in Hie use of such machine 
tools depend upon the type of paris selected and their 
series produclion. As may be seen from ihe tables, a 
large class of pans has been determined lor which the 
use of nulling machines with m nericai programme 
controls is rather efficient. As the compulation methods 
and recording means develop, the field of use of these 
machine tools will be extended. 

Table 
l)M \ ON  MAI IIIMV(, Ol   SOMI   PARTS  <)\   I  MVIRSAL   \M) V 

R<K,RA\IMI-< OMROLLH) MA( MINI  TOOLS 

hi:    •i,:-l \i ¡ lii.mk 
t.BM,  1    „1 
»U /li,i|«i- 

l«i« »,H 
Sfiiriuii: m,t, tnrriftï 

\tiit hintna tun, on 

— """ '"<"""••"> '"•" 
httif (winwii'v) Vw. 

Ciliari! 
Seclor 

Steel 
Steel 

alloc 
alloc 

Sheet 
Sheel 

.100 
xoo 
fiOO 

0.07 21.0 6.0 

- - — 

Body Steel alloc Ingoi 
0.01 
0.1 

I2fi.() 
IX'creased 

27 0 

Shoe Steel alloc 1 urging KM) .' 0.1 
4 2 limes 

IXtrcuscil 
1 Kling Si eel alloc ( 1 impressed 

proli le 
MM) 0.1 

15 limes 
8.5 5.0 

1 ink 
Pintle 

Si eel 
Steel 

illoc 
.Hoc 
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The characteristic (calure of the current stage of 
machine-tool programme-control development in the 
USSR and abroad consists in the use of these machine 
tools tor individual workpieces. as well as for small- 
ba ch and series production. 

In small-hatch and series production, these machines 
provide from two to three times greater productivity, 
compared with reproducing machines, due to the smooth 
speed control in passing along the contour. 

Other advantages are the facilitation of adjustment 
(there is no need to advance the guiding-block with 
respect to the workpieeel, the better use of working 
surfaces of the machine and the elimination of storage 
space for guiding-blocks. The latter is of particular 
importance for large machine tools. 

The experience of machine-building plants has shown 
a high efficiency of such machines in the production cf 
lots of parts ranging from l.(XK) to H).(XX) pieces at 
machine times of processing ranging from 10 to 30 
minutes per part. 

Another specific feature of programme-controlled 
machine tools, which has been clearly revealed within 
the last few years, is the construction of sections and 
shops equipped with these machine tools. 

By grouping the programme-controlled machine tools 
in separate sections, their use becomes still more efficient. 
This has been especially successful in a number of 
machine-building plants Those plants which combined 
programme-controlled machine tools into sections were 
able to provide for their uninterrupted operation. With 
more than live controlled machine tools, the establish- 
ment of a technological group for designing and writing 
programmes at the plani, as well as the use of general- 
purpose electron" computéis, becomes justified. When 
a plani has a con idcable number of programme- 
controlled machine tools distributed at different shops. 
the provision of multiple-machine services, personnel 
training and maintenance becomes complicated. 

Programme control leads to the possibility of employ- 
ing workers with less skill and lo a decrease in manual 
labour requirements. 

A number of the programme-control systems which 
have been developed in the USSR are applicable to 
various types of machine tools (drilling and milling 
machines, lathes etc.) 

The milling machine tools of Model 6HI3I9 2. which 
are equipped with a step programme-control system, 
have been used in industry since I960 and are highly 
appreciated by the users The system is fully transistori/ed. 

The  machining  programme  is  written on  magnetic 
lape.   The world's highest  speed  stepping motors and 
>nginal hydraulic servo-systems have been developed. 
I he step-control  system  has.  at   the same  machining 

curacy,    fewer   electronic    components   than   other 
^gramme-control systems performing the same tune- 
áis. This system was borrowed from the USSR by the 
•\ inese 1 ii i i Company. 
Hie I xperimental Research Institute of Metal-cutting 

• limes, in co-operation with a maclme-tool works. 
•Icvelopcd a range of highly productive and precision 

mime-controlled machine tools. The milling mach- 

ine plant in Gorky has begun the manufacture of multiple 
co-ordinate milling machines of four si/e-iypes with a 
step programme-control system. 

1 he use of a programme-controlled electro-erosion 
machine tool designed for the shaped cutting of a die 
from hard alloys has proved very effective. 

Programme-controlled systems for unique metal- 
cutting machine tools have been developed and commer- 
cially used. 

The factories of the heavy machine-building industry 
produce heavy piano-boring and piano-milling pro- 
gramme-controlled machine tools (the longitudinal travel 
is equal to 25 metres). 

Programme control changes the aspect of metal-cutting 
machine tools. Machines with entirely new kinematic 
schemes have appeared, for instance, four- and five- 
co-ordinate millers, four-co-ordinate tuiret lathes, 
drilling machines with turret heads and combined mach- 
ines with automatic tool change. 

At the current time, the whole complex of progran me- 
conlrol equipment for machine tools has been developed. 
This complex includes the facilities for programme 
preparation, consisting of puncher, code converter and 
co-ordinatograph for control plotting of the given 
component configuration on paper. The programme 
preparation sets are available for both individual 
machine-building plants and interplant centres where 
programmes are prepared. 

To ensure better saving of the programming time, a 
system of automatic programming with the use of high- 
speed electronic computers has been designed. In this 
case, the programming lime is reduced from five to ten 
times, as compared with manual programming, which 
increases still further the efficiency of the use of pro- 
gramme control. 

The computing centre established at hNIMS fulfils 
orders for compiling and writing programmes for plants. 
The establishment of such centres has been also planned 
lor other cities. 

Programme control makes it possible to solve many 
problems of production organization in a new way. For 
instance, it is possible to write a programme while a new 
component is still in the process of design and to pass it 
over to the manufacturer together with the component 
drawings. If the production of a new machine is carried 
out by several manufacturers, the design office provides 
them simultaneously with an identical programme. 

In this case, the numerical programme is written by 
the leading enterprise in manufacturing a pilot machine 
and is given, together with technical documentation, to 
the plants for series production of the machine. Thus, 
the commercial production time of new types of machines 
is considerably reduced. This yields a great economic 

benefit. 
The Institute has developed standard methods for 

manual and automatic programming of two co-ordinate 

processing 
In the case of manual programming, the design data 

are recorded in tables and the tape is then punched The 
punched tape is led into the interpolator, which yields 
the programme in the form of a-, impulse sequence. This 
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programme is recorded on magnetic lape. In those cases 
when the interpolator is installed at the machine tool 
there is no need to have an intermediate programme 
carrier. 

For control of a programme, it is plotted on the 
eo-ordinatograph. I ssential facilitation ol programmimi 
is provided by a circular interpolator. 

In programming with the aid of an electronic com- 
puter, the programme is obtained at the output in the 
form ol a punch card. 

The punch card can either he used directly lor machine- 
tool cortrol il the built-in interpolator is available. or 
can be used lor recording on magnetic tapes. The use ol 
magnetic tape is reasonable in small-batch and series 
production if a comparatively small number of different 
programmes is required during the year. 

The enterprises using programme-controlled machine 
took should be equipped with complete facilities for 
wming programmes 

In commercial use ol numerically controlled machine- 
tools, une should be aware of the fact that: 

(a) Numerical-control equipment, while providing an 
essential extension of technological potentialities, is. a! 
the same time, a principally new tv ne of equipment 
which dillers from the existing one b\ (he quantitative 
and qualitative complication of the electrical equipment 
and the necessity of special reparation of programmes 
which requires special skill of personnel and the appli- 
cation ol complex equipment: 

</>) The application of such equipment is inefficient 
without very careful technological preparation to deter- 
mine the nomenclature of the components, loading of 
equipment and examination and correction of the tech- 
nological process with regard to new possibilities .,nd 
requirements: 

(r) The application of programme-controlled equip 
ment is inefficient without making special arrangements 
lor repairs and maintenance, for establishment of special 
programming services and for training of maintenance- 
personnel. Only the thorough realization of all the organ- 
izational and technological measures in a full complex 
can provide for efficient operation of numerically 
controlled equipment; 

((/) The greater effect yields a group use of programme- 
controlled machine tools; 

(<•) liven in the use of a general-purpose electronic 
computer, the programming should be carried out with 
the participation ol a skilled plant technologist. 

for provision of the most rapid commercial use of 
numerically controlled machine tools and to obtain the 
economic henchís, it is necessary to make the arrange- 
ments discussed below. 

It is most economical to concentrate programme- 
controlled machine tools in groups of noi less than five 
or six. It is necessary to group the plants with similar 
technological processes and to begin commerci I use ol 
programme-controlled equipment with most advanced 
works, .arranging u m an item-classed or specialized 
section. Si- h a seciion should include, as a rule, some 
units of programme-controlled equipment; the organ- 
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izational and technological principles of programme- 
controlled machine operation should be checked, and 
some recommendations as to equipping other enter- 
prises with programme-cntrol facilities should he 
worked out. 

Secondly, taking int.. account the novelty and com- 
plexity ol programme-controlled equipment', as well as 
the difficulties involved in program n-.- preparation, it is 
expedient that machine-manufacturing plants should 
provide users, at leasi during the initial stage of using 
the machines, with assistance in repairing and adiustmg 
the programme-controlled equipment, in (raining per- 
sonnel and in writing programmes lor the processing of 
complicated parts with the use of computers 

B. tuli, pn>i!rii»,->wi,»irn>ll,</ machine tools 

I lie systems of programme control of cycles and 
regimes of machining differ from numerically controlled 
systems mainly by the absence of numerical programming 
of sizes and. consequently, displacemen. or position 
transmitters, as well as electronic or complex relay 
circuits ensuring the obtaining of desired sizes 

In cyclic systems, the sizes are controlled, in most 
cases, by track switches of either conventional or special 
(small-s.zel types, which are effected hv transposed stons 
Such an arrangement of cyclic sysieim provides on the 
one hand, lor their essential simplification, as compared 
with numerical systems, and. on the other hand, defines 
Ihe held ot their use. mainly in hatch production. 

It is true that such machine tools „nlv permit the 
machining of components with contours which ire 
parallel to the axes of tool co-ordinates, but the operation 
ol such machine tools is extremely simple and their cost 
is only a little higher than that of univers,,! m «chines 

Such machine tools (of practically all groups) are 
manufactured in great quantities hv the machine tool 
industry. As the number of operations which can be 
programmed increases, the field of use of these machines 
will be extended. 

The prevailing commercial use of cyclic-control 
systems ,s dictated not only by their lower cost, simpler 
arrangements for commercial production and easier 
manufacturing and .liustmenl, but also hv the absence 
ol the necessity tor programming services and by lower 
maintenance cost. 

One should lake into account, however, that the 
economic efficiency of commerçai use of these machine 
tools and the level ot production automation ,s con- 
siderahly, K'Wtfr '"•'" «hat of machine tools with , 
numerical system of programme control 

C  nvvvhpmw „I „„nurualU  nmirollnl „nuhinv too/.s 

I he advance of programmed control of machine tools 
ends towards the development of., sclf-adjusling system 

a scll-adMistmg system, the feed ,s set up accoVdmgTo 
the condii.,,,,  o|   maximum  machining accuracy   nro 
ductiviiy or tool endurance. ceuracy,  pro- 

Here, the programming and computation of machining 
¿chnologica! parameters are considerably simplified and 

the scattering of machmnig parameters Id.tfe enl n 
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the hardness of metals, allowance of blanks, blunting of 
tools etc.) is compensated. 

These systems are particularly important for work- 
pieces of hard-to-machine materials. Many types of 
machine tools are equipped with self-adjusting combined 
systems. The operation of such machine tools has shown 
that the insignificant complication of the control system 
for providing feed self-adjustment is fully justified. 

Together with control-system improvement, the intro- 
duction of automatic tool-change for increasing the 
efficiency of programme-controlled machine tools is 
rather essential. 

D. Technical and economical indexes of operation of 
numerically controlled machine tools 

On the basis of published sources and the analysis of 
the operation of numerically controlled machine tools 
(domestic and foreign), the following average indexes of 
their operation can be outlined : 

(a) Productivity increases by two to six times; 

(b) Pay-ofT: up to two years, 20 per cent; up to three 
years, 67 per cent ; up to five years, 13 per cent ; 

(c) Technical and economical efficiency in the use of 
numerically controlled machine tools (according to 
published data on experience in the United States of 
America), is as follows: 

(i) Labour cost decreases by 70 per cent; 
(ii) Tool cost decreases by 67 per cent ; 

(iii) Productivity increases by 51 percent; 
(iv) Improvement of product quality increases by 

42 per cent ; 
(v) Improvement of utilization of means of production 

increases by 26 per cent ; 
(vi) Other expenditures decrease by 31 per cent. 

Of all the currently existing technical solutions of 
automation of mechanical processing in small-batch and 
series production, the use of programme-controlled 
machine tools is considered to be the most efficient from 
the economic point of view. Apparently they will have 
good perspectives in the future. 






